
Junc 18, 2023 

Supervisory Body 

United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) 

RE: Input to SB005 Annotated Agenda and Related Annexes 

Dear Supcrvisory Body: 

From the Ground Up is grateful for the opportunity to provide feedback on the Article 6.4 
Supervisory Body's Information note on Removal activities under the Article 6.4 mechanism 
Version 04.0. 

Our organization is attempting to create a full cycle, carbon dioxide removal solution. We will 
create composters to build and clean soils of pesticides and Dioxins. If successful, we can 
eventually compost and eliminate half the landfills. 

Soil can grow plants to clean the air, rivers, and oceans. We have a market for all the dog waste 
we can compost because it becomes tree fertilizer. We will use it to complete the reclamation 

programs of the mining industry to regrow forests and save watersheds devasted from the mining 
industry. We need to change farming practices. We advocate Hemp growth to dominate the 
packaging, cardboard, paper, clothing, building material (wood alternatives), and concrete 
industries. 

Carbon dioxide removal needs to be recognized by all people as a viable solution to meeting our 
Paris Climate Accord goals. We strongly disagree with the recommendation that CDR is not compatible 
with economic development/diversification. If these technologies are deployed in an equitable; 
responsible way, they will contribute to creating a new market and lifestyle where humans are giving back 
to the Earth as opposed to simply taking all they can get. 

Thank you for giving the environmentalist an opportunity and a voice to provide feedback on 
this note; a voice that has been kept silenced for too long, an opportunity to share valuable 
climate solutions. 

Sincercly, 

Patricia & Julie Visocky- Co-founders Fror the Ground Up 

From the Ground Up, 509 Doe Ln SE, Albuquerque, NM 87123 
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